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Abstract— Human action recognition (HAR) in visual data has become one of the attractive research area in the field of 

computer vision including object detection, recognition, retrieval, domain adaptation, transfer learning, segmentation etc. Over 

the last decade, HAR evolved from heuristic hand crafted feature to systematic feature learning namely deep feature learning. 

Deep feature learning can automatically learn feature from the raw inputs. Deep learning algorithms, especially Convolutional 

Neural Network (CNN), have rapidly become a methodology of choice for analysing recognition of videos. In this paper, 

details of recent trends and approaches of deep learning including CNN, Recursive Neural Network (RNN), Long Short term 

Memory (LSTM) and Autoencoders which are used in HAR are discussed. The challenges are identified to motivate the 

researchers for future works.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

In real world environment, recognizing human action plays a 

vital role in a variety of domains including intelligent video 

surveillance, shopping behavior analysis, abnormal activity 

recognition, human interaction analysis, crowd analysis etc. 

The challenges in accurate recognition of action is cluttered 

background, occlusion, view point variations, multi-scale 

chances, camera jitter, illumination changes, and clothing 

and appearance variations [1], [2], [3]. Most of the methods 

perform the HAR in two steps. In the first step, handcrafted 

features are computed from the raw video frames. In the 

second step, classifier is built based on the obtained features 

to recognize the action. Figure 1(a) shows the representation 

of machine learning approaches for Human Action 

Recognition (HAR). The choice of feature extraction is 

problem dependent and it is hard to choose appropriate 

features in real time scenarios. Especially for HAR, different 

action classes may appear differently in terms of their 

appearances, viewing angles and motion patterns. Hence, 

learning the discriminative features from raw video frames 

using deep learning has attracted the researchers in recent 

years as it can discover effective patterns in large scale and 

complex datasets. Figure 1 (b), (c), (d) shows the deep 

learning approaches for HAR. 

Deep learning in computer vision was introduced for image 

classification. The effective results of deep learning attracts 

the attention to the researchers in computer vision 

applications including human imperfections, pedestrian 

detection, body pose estimation, glance classification, 

emotion recognition, real time cognitive load estimation, 

human- centered vision for autonomous vehicles, etc. In 

HAR, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) works directly 

on the raw inputs by extracting spatial and temporal features. 

It can learn a hierarchy of features by extracting high level 

features from low level ones. CNN have been invariant in 

terms of pose, clutter and lighting.  It can capture the motion 

information encoded in multiple adjacent frames by 

performing 3D convolutions. It can be trained using 

supervised or unsupervised approach. CNN yields better 

performance using training with proper regularization [4].  

In this survey, the main focus is on deep learning for HAR. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II 

details the Convolution neural network including 2D CNN 

and 3D CNN. Section III details the CNN + LSTM 

combination for HAR. Section IV provides the details of 

auto encoder for HAR. Section V provides some challenges 

and suggest some future works to researchers. Finally, 

Section VI concludes the deep learning for HAR. 

II. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK (CNN) 

CNN is categorized as 2D and 3D CNN model. In 2D CNN, 

video frames are treated as still images, the CNN convolution 
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operation is performed over the individual frames to 

recognize the action. Hence, it does not consider the motion 

information encoded in multiple contiguous frames. In order 

to overcome this limitation, 3D CNN has been introduced 

which captures the discriminative features along both the 

spatial and the temporal information. 

Li et al. have presented an image classification scheme to 

action recognition with 3D skeleton videos [5]. In this work 

they have proposed three different approaches. First, they 

have introduced a video domain translation-scale invariant 

image mapping.  It transforms the 3D skeleton videos to 

color images. They are called as skeleton images. Second, a 

multi-scale dilated CNN is designed for the classification of 

skeleton images. It improves the frequency adaptiveness and 

find the discriminative temporal spatial cues for the skeleton 

images. In order to improve the generalization and 

robustness of the proposed method, they have utilized 

different kinds of data augmentation strategies. They have 

experimented their work on NTU RGB+D, UTD-MHAD, 

MSRC-12 and G3D dataset and achieved accuracy of 80.2%, 

85.0%, 87.7%, 99.4% and 93.1% respectively. 
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Figure 1. a) Representation of traditional Machine learning 

flow for HAR. b) Representation of Deep Learning flow for 

HAR. c) Representation of combined machine learning and 

deep learning for HAR. d) Representation of combined 

image processing and deep learning classification for HAR. 

Ding et al. have reported on the modelling and analysis of 

time series using a linear dynamical system (LDS) [6]. In this 

work, they have used tensor based LDS (tLDS) for 

modelling tensor observations in time series. It used in Tuker 

decomposition which estimates the parameters of the LDS 

model as action descriptors. These actions can be expressed 

as a subspace correspondingly to a point on a grassmann 

manifold. It is classified using dictionary learning and sparse 

coding technique. They have experimented their work on 

MSRAction3D, UCFKinect and Northwestern-UCIA multi-

view action dataset and achieved the recognition rate of 

94.85, 96.48 and 92.99 respectively. 

Ke et al. have presented a clip representation for skeleton 

based 3D action recognition [7]. They have proposed to 

transform each channel of the 3D coordinates of a skeleton 

sequence into a clip with the same length. Each generated 

clip is given to multi-task CNN. Multi task CNN consists of 

several convolution layers, fully connected layer and softmax 

which is used to learn features from the generated clips. The 

time step wise concatenation layer concatenates the CNN 

representations of the three clips at the same time step. It 

produced K feature vectors. These K feature vectors are then 

processed in parallel and K sets of class scores are produced. 

Human action classes are classified based on the scores. 

They have experimented their work on six challenging 

datasets and its performance on NTU RGB-D dataset is 

87.3%, Northwestern-UCLA multi view action 3D dataset is 

86.82%, SBU Kinect interaction dataset is 94.17%, CMU 

dataset is 94.28%, UTKinect action3D dataset is 99% and 

Berley MHAD dataset is 100%. 

Ijjina and Mohan have proposed an approach for HAR using 

genetic algorithms (GA) and Deep Convolutional Neural 

Network [32]. In their work, they have initialized the GA 

population and evaluated the fitness of GA chromosomes. It 

is used to initialize a CNN classifier. This GA framework has 

been executed for multiple cycles and the final GA 

population has been reached which is initialized the CNN 

classifiers. Finally, they have combined the classification 

evidences of CNN classifiers generated using GA. They have 

experimented their work on UCF50 dataset and achieved 

99.98% of recognition accuracy. 

 Ijjina and Mohan have proposed a hybrid deep neural 

network model for HAR in videos [33]. They have fused the 

evidences generated by homogeneous models arranged in a 

parallel topology. They have built the ensemble of classifiers 

to recognize human actions from action bank features using 

CNN classifier. They have experimented their work on 

UCF50 dataset and achieved 99.68% of recognition 

accuracy. 

Xu et al. have proposed a fully coupled two stream spatio 

temporal architecture for extremely low resolution action 

recognition videos [10]. They have coupled the C3D and 
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RNN (Recurrent Neural Network) architectures. Gated 

Recurrent Unit (GRU) has been used to extract the features 

from C3D and RNN. They have extracted efficient spatial 

and temporal features using CNN on video frames and 

optical flows. Finally, they have aggregated the features into 

a robust feature representation to recognize the actions in the 

entire video. The final fusion of features evaluated among 

different fusion techniques such as sum fusion, max fusion, 

concatenated fusion and convolution fusion. They have 

achieved better results using sum fusion approach. They have 

experimented their work on HMDB51 and Dogcentric 

dataset and achieved the recognition accuracy of 44.96% on 

HMDB51 dataset and 73.19% on Dogcentric datasets. 

Ignatov et al. have proposed an architecture which combines 

a shallow CNN for unsupervised local feature extraction 

together with statistical features that encode global 

characteristics of the time series [11]. The CNN architecture 

consists of convolutional layer, Nonlinearity, pooling layer, 

fully connected layer and softmax layer. In their work they 

achieved better performance in the combination of CNN + 

statistical features + data centering. They have used 

accelemeter data such as WISDM and UCI datasets and 

achieved 93.32% on WISDM dataset and 97.63% on UCI 

dataset. 

Cao et al. have introduced 3DCNNs for HAR [12]. It 

simultaneously learn the spatial and temporal features. They 

have not directly use the activations of fully connected layers 

of 3D-CNN. They have chosen the selective convolutional 

layer activations to form a discriminative descriptor for 

video. They have proposed a novel JDD (3-D Joins pooled 

Deep convolution Descriptor) C3D (Convolutional 3D 

network) for action recognition. They have proposed two-

stream bilinear C3D model. It can learn the guidance from 

the body joints and capture the spatio-temporal features 

simultaneously.  

Wang et al. have proposed an end to end pipeline called as 

two-stream 3-D ConvNets fusion for human action 

recognition in videos [13]. Existing 3-D ConvNets requires a 

fixed sized input video and fixed length of the frames which 

may reduce the quality of video analysis. To overcome this 

issue, in this proposed work require only arbitrary size and 

length to recognize the human actions in videos. This deep 

model consists of Spatial Temporal Pyramid Pooling (STPP) 

ConvNet and Long Term Temporal Modelling. RGB and 

Optical Flow features are extracted using STPP ConvNet. 

Finally a set of spatial and motion features are concatenated. 

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) or CNN is applied on 

this concatenated features for action classification. They have 

experimented their work in UCF101 dataset, HMDB51 and 

ACT datasets. They have achieved 91.6% of average 

accuracy in UCF101, 69.0% in HMDB51, 81.7% in ACT 

dataset using STPP+LSTM fusion. 

Cao et al. have proposed a selective connected layers 

activations instead of using fully connected layers to form a 

discriminative description for video [12]. In their work 

preliminary work focuses on Joints pooled 3-D deep 

convolutional descriptor (JDD). The pooling activation on 

3D feature maps is computed as follows. First, Video clips 

are split and fed into a 3D CNN for convolution 

computation. The estimated body joints in the video frames 

have been used to localize points in 3D feature maps. From 

every channel, activations performed on each corresponding 

point of body joint are pooled. Finally aggregation of pooled 

activations of all the video clips is named as JDD. 

Additionally they have proposed a two stream bilinear model 

to learn the guidance from the body joints and extracts the 

spatio-temporal features simultaneously. Two stream bilinear 

C3D contains feature stream and attention stream. The 

feature stream inherits the Conv structure of original C3D 

which extracts spatio-temporal features. In the attention 

stream is pretrained which locates the key points in 3D Conv 

feature maps. The two stream are formulated and pooling 

together to recognize the actions. They have achieved 83% of 

accuracy using fusion layers of JDD (conv5b +conv4b) on 

subJHMDB dataset. Additionally, 82% of recognition 

accuracy has been achieved on the same dataset using two 

stream bilinear C3D. 

III. LONG SHORT TIME MEMORY (LSTM) 

In machine learning community Recurrent Neural Network 

(RNN) [13], [20] has got lot of attention. RNN is effective in 

short term dependencies. LSTM plays a major role in long 

term dependencies. LSTM can selectively remember or 

forgot memories. LSTM network is composed of different 

memory blocks called cells. Cell states and hidden state are 

responsible for transferring information to the next cell. The 

memory blocks are capable of remembering and 

manipulating things through forget gates, input gate and 

output gate. LSTM based human action recognition method 

became trend [14-25].  

Ullah et al. have proposed a novel action recognition method 

by processing the video sequences data using CNN and 

DB_LSTM (Deep-Bidirectional) Network [9]. In their work, 

they have extracted the deep features from every sixth frame 

to reduce the redundancy and complexity. Then, the 

sequential information is learnt using DB-LSTM network. 

DB-LSTM network consist of multiple forward pass and 

backward pass of DB-LSTM to increase its depth. This 

method is able to learn the long term sequences and analyze 
video for a certain time interval. They have experimented 

their work on UCF-101, Youtube 11 actions, HMDB51 

datasets. They have achieved 92.84%, 87.64% and 91.21% 

of average recognition score using the proposed DB-LSTM 

for action recognition over Youtube, HMDB51, UCF101 

dataset. 
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Das et al. have proposed an effective method for daily living 

action recognition. In the proposed work they have fused the 

appearance based CNNs and temporal evaluation of skeleton 

with LSTM [26]. They have used two different inputs 

namely skeleton and RGB frames. The skeleton features 

processed with LSTM layers and RGB frames have been 

modelled using Part based CNN (P-CNN) features. The two 

input processes are performed independently and separate 

SVM classifiers are used. The fusion of the classifier scores 

are used to recognize the human actions. They have 

experimented their work on CAD-60 and 

MSRDailyActivity3D dataset. They have achieved 97.06% 

of accuracy and 96.25% of accuracy on CAD-60 and 

MSRDailyActivity 3D dataset using P-CNN + (Body 

Coordinates + LSTM) + SVM (fusion).  

 

Nunez et al. have proposed a deep learning based approach 

for temporal 3D pose recognition problems based on the 

combination of CNN and LSTM recurrent network [27]. In 

this work, they have used two stage of training strategy. 

First, it focuses on CNN training and secondly, adjusts the 

full method (CNN + LSTM) . They have experimented their 

work on six different datasets including MSR Action 3D 

dataset, MARDailyActivity 3D dataset, UTKinect action 3D 

dataset, NTURGB+D dataset, Montalbano V2 dataset and 

Dynamic Hand Gesture dataset. They have achieved 96.0% 

of accuracy on MSRAction3D dataset, 63.1% of accuracy 

MSRDailyActivity 3D, 99.0% on UTKinect Action3D 

dataset, 76.21% on Montalbano V2 and 81.1% of accuracy in 

Dynamic Hand Gesture Dataset. 

 

Li et al. have presented a videoLSTM which starts from the 

soft attention LSTM model (ALSTM) [8]. Additionally they 

have introduced two novel modules including convolutional 

ALSTM and motion based attention networks. VideoLSTM 

makes three novel contributions including a convolutions to 

exploit the spatial corrections in images, CNN to allow for 

motion information which generates motion based attention 

maps and attention maps to localize the action spatio-

temporally. They have experimented their work on UCF101, 

HMDB51, Thumos S13 localization datasets. 

 

Sharma et al. have proposed a soft attention based model for 

HAR in videos [28]. They have extracted deep features that 

include both spatial and temporal information using multi-

layered RNNs with LSTM units. In the soft attention 

mechanism, video input videos are fed to CNN which 

produces the feature cube. The feature cube model as an 

average of the feature slices weighted according to the 

location softmax. The feature slices are taken as input to the 

recurrent model at each time step. The proposed recurrent 

model consists of three LSTM layers and it predicts the new 

location probabilities and class label. They have evaluated 

their model on UCF-11, HMDB51 and Hollywood2 datasets. 

They have achieved 41.3% of recognition accuracy on 

HMDB51 and 43.9% of mean average precision on 

Hollywood2 dataset. They have achieved best result in UCF-

11 dataset and experimented with various parameters with 

soft attention based model such as average pooled LSTM 

(82.56%), max pooled LSTM (81.60%) and soft attention 

model (@30fps, lemmeda =0, 1 and 10). 

 

Grushin et al. have proposed robust human action 

recognition via LSTM [14]. They have experimented their 

work on KTH dataset with HOF descriptors as input features 

with LSTM without recurrent cell connections and achieved 

90.7% of accuracy. Srivatava et al. have used the LSTM 

encoder-decoder framework to learn video representations 

[25]. They have constructed the representation from the 

sequence of frames using encoder LSTM. It is decoded 

through another LSTM to produce the output sequence. They 

have experimented their work on UCF-101 and HMDB-51 

datasets and achieved 75.8% and 44.0% of recognition 

accuracy, respectively using composite model with 

conditional future predictor. 

IV. AUTOENCODERS 

 

Autoencoders are one of the type in neural network [29]. It 

consists of encoder and decoder. It aims to compress their 

inputs x into a latent space representation, h=f(x) where h is 

dimensional reduction of x. It reconstructs the output from 

this latent space representation, r=g(h). The applications of 

autoencoders are data denoising and dimensionality 

reduction for data visualization. It performs two ways of 

learning namely, under complete and over complete 

representations. Types of autoencoders [30], [31] are listed in 

Figure 2. 

Types of Autoencoders

Denoising Autoencoders

Sparse Autoencoders

Variational Autoencoders (VAE)

Contractive Autoencoders (CAE)

Fully connected Autoencoders 

Fully connected deep Autoencoders

Convolutional Autoencoders

Vanilla Autoencoders

Multilayer Autoencoders
 

Figure 2. Types of Autoencoders. 

V. DISCUSSION 

 

Some limitations of Deep learning are provided below, 
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1. Enormous training data: Deep learning requires very 

large amount of training data to reduce better 

results. The large scale data requires various number 

of parameters. 

2. Slow learner: Deep learning is a slow learner and 

extremely computationally expensive to train. It can 

be improved by GPU training speed. Even though 

the learning speed may be adjusted by learning rate 

and the adjustment in learning rate may affects the 

reliability of the deep neural network. 

3. Over fitting is the most common problem in neural 

networks. It cannot perform well if any change in 

camera and illumination. 

4. Deep learning is sometime considered as black box 

operation. 

5. Determining the topology, training method and 

hyper parameters.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

Learning the deep features directly from raw data is an active 

research area in computer vision. Deep learning is the most 

effective solution for complex data and temporal information 

extraction especially in video analytics. In this survey, the 

deep learning techniques including CNN, LSTM, RNN, 

combination of CNN+LSTM and Autoencoders are 

presented in the field of HAR. Finally, the limitations and 

challenges of deep learning have been discussed.  
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